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Buying Education: Real business in the real world
Part I:University for Sale
The state of higher education has seen tremendous change
since the estebltshmentof the first universitas centuries ago.
Profit, capitalism and America's corporate agenda now dic-
tate the character of the 21st century university.
Facedwith exploding student populations and dwindling
state resources,BoiseState University has turned a hefty
profit by entering alliances with Boise'sbusiness community.
The first universities now dictate the character of cies, teach-ins, walkouts, sit-
served students. the 21st century university. ins and demonstrations.
At Medieval universitas, Today, at universities across Consumerism, individual- President Ronald Reagan's
students dictated the course the nation, who the cus- ism, capitalism and wartime administration fell short of its
of their curriculum and tomers are becomes more pursuits fell under attack by goal of abolishing the
would fine their professors if ambiguous as institutions of socialism, community and Department of Education in
lectures were deemed unac- higher learning intensify peace. the 1980's, but it did slash the
ceptable. Students at these efforts to serve corporate The American power elite department's funding and
young ivory towers deter- America. countered cut its staff by 25
mined professors' tenure and In the modem university- by . sup- percent. while
the core of their inquiry cen- business relationship, it's pressing the "Whether in the decreasing w?rk
tered around philosophy, art often difficult to distinguish pedagogical • •• study funding
and science. whose patronage is valued- tools of stu- classroom, activities for college stu-
As Boise State moves into when the schools serve the _ den t s ' • • • dents by 26.5
the new millennium, state demands of their biggest cor- enlighten-Or ttl offices, first rate percent.
budget cuts threaten tenure po rate customers, students ment, In the • In the same
and core departments stag- are often employed as those years fol- customer servl.ce decad~" higher
nate in "maintenance mode" who serve. lowing the must be ollr number education s share
while programs that serve stu den t of the Idaho state
the local business economy The Political Roots activism of oue goal." budget. was
see unprecedented growth. the 1960's already m steady
The state of higher educa- Student revolts of the the nation's -IIoIscStaleUnlversltyPrcsldcntdecline.
tion has seen tremendous 1960's showed America that wallet sent a OlartesRuch, 1999Stateoflhe In 1972, the
change since the establish- an education could be a pow- strong rnes- lJnlvcr.;ftyAddress state shared over
ment of the first universitas erful and revolutionizing sage to stu- 22 percent of the
centuries ago. threat 10 social hegemony. dents: The budget pie with
Profit, capitalism and The pursuit of knowledge state prefers American minds higher edu~ation.
;\merica's corporate agenda suddenly birthed insurgen- a little bit stupid. By 1999, that share dwindled
---Anolysls byCorlssqWoU
The Arbiter
~IY declining revenues have left universities needing a:
helping hand and Rucb is one of many university presidents
campaigning to bring more business dollars into the univer-
sity.
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-,Mathias plans
for new term
Leno crew rapes ,
BSU'sfinest talents
n~Andy Benson
TIC ArlJitcr
Newly-elected ASBSU
President Chris Mathias
and Vice President Ken
Rock say they want to get
students involved with
campus issues next year.
Mathias said a key goal
of his administration is to
drum up student engage-
ment in policies and cam-
pus life and he said wants
to do so by leading through give $6,000 to Shred-Pro [a
example. recycling company] to take
Mathias, a four-~ear vet- recycled materials from
eran ot the Coast liuard, is campus. We also want to
a sophomore in the hire two students and pay
Criminal Justice them $7.50 an hour to pick-
Department and most up recycled materials on
recently served in student campus and deliver them to
government as SSPA sena- [Shred-Pro.]
tor. During his tour in the We have toray to throw
Coast Guard, Mathias spent stuff away. I we recycle
two winters in Antarctica more, at least we get a
and one summer in the check back. '
Arctic. Mathias was born in We are going to continue
Hartford, Conn., but grew to give $4,000 to the
up in Lyndon Center, Vt.-a Cultural Center. Plus, we
town with a population of are going to give another
300. $1,000 to the Women's
Rock, a political science Center. We also want to
major, was born and raised fund a tax preparation ser-
in Coeur d' Alene and serves vice for students next year.
as president of Pi Kappa We 'need to take advan-
Delta, a forensics honor tage of the Web. We'll put
society. everything students need to
Andy Benson: What are know on the ASBSU Web
your hopes for next year? site. We plan to spend
Chris Mathias: The main $2,000 to upgrade the site.
thing we want to do is The current Web site still
enhance the image of lists Matt Bott as the pres i-
ASBSU in order to get stu- dent. [Bott .was ASBSU
dents involved, or at least president for the 1999~2000
receive student input. We academic year]
want to get the ball rolling AB: How will you get
on projects that are essen- more students involved
tial to the quality of student next year? .
life. Even if we don't get CM: All we can do is lead
those projects finished; we by example. We are two
want to at least get the ball ordinary people, and we
rolling. ' need to show students that
AB: What's the biggest· if we can do it, so can they.
. challenge you face next We need to show them what
year? can happen when they are
CM: Trying to fill Nate involved. . . '
Peterson's shoes.
AB:What new items will
be funded in your budget
for next year.
. CM: We want to increase
recycling. Cokegitres us
$.10,000 a year. We want to
The campus Quad was
packed with students Thursday
morning. as students sought to
have their minute in the nation-
al spotlight. Producers from
NBCs 'Tonight Show with Jay
Leno' chose BSUto filma varia-
tion of 'Jay-walking', a regular
segment on the show.
Tom Patino, 'Tonight Show'
production manager, said "This
started out 10weeks ago, when
we had the idea to go to one
university a week until we go to
all 50 states. This is the tenth
university we've been to."
Instead of the normal Jay-
walking. a segment in whiCh
Leno asks people questions, this
variation is called side-walking.
A microphone is set up with
a camera crew there to film
while students and bystanders
are encouraged to perform any
special talent, express. anr.
gripes they might have, 1~II
jokes, or vent about problems.
Patino said, "ThiSversion of
Side-w~ has been working
really well. We tried it out last
week at Colorado State
University and the response
was hilanous. We think we'll
switch back and forth for the
remofthesm~~twmtand
see how it works.
The crew filmed for about
two hours and will edit the seg-
ment down to 5-6 minutes.
According to. Patino, the
p-iecewouid normally air on the
Shownext week. but be said the
footage shot in Bo~ probably
won't air until the week after.
Patino said he will keep
Boise State. informed of' all
updatell in the schedule. .
, ''The show will definitel air
during May·swee~.somet1me.
We'.reslowly.w()rldng our way
easlAga.m.ihe pIan is to hit all
fifty statcs.llove Boise; it's a
~u!iful toWllf'Ih1$ }sarealll
ntcecam~inagx\!l.lttown·
'~'~l:it~,~\'~~·.ltave
'..~ hesitBnt~ ~~Pr9du~
..•.eJ'S ,Q)me,t,Otheit>campuses .
·~tnJetheVd6i(twant their
•~tUdehlstol~stUpi.d.·.Piltlno
.~d;,.;.,.:. ".: ," '\
. PhotolllustroUon by Joseph Tucker & Ted Hannon
to less than twelve percent.
This year, Idaho lawmak-
ers pulled the purse strings
even tighter on higher educa-
tion, slashing the state's col-
lege and university budgets
by $23 million. The cut left
Boise State University and
the state's other colleges and
universities sharing just 10
percent of the state budget.
Anti-education political
movers and policies not only
put students in a pinch to
fund their education, but left
universities scraping to keep
their programs and infra- "
structure afloat.
In an e-mail message dis-
tributed to faculty last
January, Boise State
University President Charles
Ruch wrote that the universi-
ty must reduce its budget by
$9.2 million for fiscal year
see SALE page 2
.. ,J
. ,'B,tidget ...,shorif~h~'::i
,threat~nto .'stulltunF ••'
··veisHy ..groWth'~'BdiseL:j
State' follow8'a 'nati9tlli!';!
trencl in looking tOQig 'it
business to help lessen
the . sting;oLslash~d ,
stat~ £\ln~hllg. .
T".ursday, Part II:
Corporate' Custo.mers
"Rea~.,· .Thursday's
edition':oL the ..ArDlter '
: .tq.fh,'\d.()ut ho\V Boise' .
'~'tState. Unlverslfy;>'aild .
\ .'colleg.t~,':'li.(:tO~6 -the· ~
i. (Out\m~\( . inJk:,l
i::r:~~:~,~i,-.i'''' .,ft~:\j
, . 'fart II .of' BSU.foI',.>!
sale: real:busine8s in' ,j
thereatworld:investl> ;
ga.tes~ow'·B.oiseS~ate, ~
setvit:es,'the '.~usiness'.' ;
c~~lnunity : 110d..,what-: j
st,ri~gs':are atta~hod. WiC,i
corporate donations. ", . .\
, ~:. ':. ;- -\: - ,. . ",:. ';,.' - - '-:~.' ..- ..
"This [side-walking] is i1
good alternative, with the open
mic, the kids do everything
themselves," he said.
Yvette Bruce, a senior crimi-
nal justice major, showcased
her bizarre talent ofwiggling all
of her toes, including the little
one, in time with her friend's
humming.
''I've never SL\cnanyone who
could do this with their tt.'Ct
before. I've been doing this
since I've been a little girL and
other ~ple try, but tlley can't
do it. I thought that I might get
my toes on TV:' Bruce said.
Several BSUcommunication '
students assisted the Burbank
film crew.
Travis Owens, a sophomore
communications major, said,
"They take five students from
every college that they gQto to
help set thlngs up. It's kind of
cool to be a part of this."
Patino said, "Not everyone
that is trying out will be aired,
but many will appear in quick
sound bites. Bycondensing it, it
makes it really fast paced. It's
silly."
M~l\day;' 'Patt; : iII:
S~J:vic;eDenud' " .
: TheArbiter's'inv~s~
tjga~io~:.into busJness
! artd""nlV:ersity partner~.
! sMps,.c;ondudcs with.·ra~;,;'examitla:tion .irito. .
I :w '/ ',;and'> who ·1
i e,;-~-,·;~~lation~.<_,:I
r, een:-'Boise' J
~,")~~'i~J
ft<~:t~:~~~~~J~:··~,":·.·::',:;1
I:~~:e,i~~~h;!~[~:'j
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A volunteer from the crowd
(JIves Scott SteWQrta muller
while belno filmed by a Tonloht
Show production crew.
DisPJiyprotests parking tickets
B~ Andy Benson
T re Arbiter
A car papered with
copies of Boise State park-
ing tickets, materialized
early Thursday morning in
the Language Arts parking
lot to protest BSU'sparking
policies.
Evangeline "Van"
Beechler conceived the idea
for the project for Tara
McElhose-Eiguren's
Foundations of Design
class.
Beechler presented the
idea to her class, who
agreed to collaborate on the
project for the class final
project.
SALE
from page1
The piece was intended
to be anonymous; however
by 9 a.m, the University
determined who the
responsible parties were
and' informed McElhose-
Eiguren that the students
must remove the car by
Thursday.
The University issued a
permit for the car, allowing
the project to stay in place
for one week.
Beechler said she was
irritated that BSU decided
to sanction the event, which
was intended as a work of
protest.
"If we .wanted permis-
sion, we would have asked
for it," Beechler said.
Casey Miles, who helped
with the project, said it was
meant as a form of
activism.
"Our intent was for it to
be a radical activist pro-
ject," Miles said. "We need
more protesting in Idaho in
general. This issue is small,
but we need to start some-
where."
Trevor Irish, ASBSU per-
sonnel director, supported
the project, saying that BSU
officials need to recognize
the burden parking fines
create for students.
"I think it is a good way
to show the administration
that 'Hey, parking is a
problem,''' Irish said.
"They are taking advantage
of students."
According to the BSU
operating budget, Boise
State collected $1.7 million
in parking fines for Fiscal
Year 2001.
Beechler said the finan-
cial burden imposed by
fines takes its toll on stu-
dents.
"I personally have paid
more for parking fines than
I did for books this year,"
Beechler said.
·2003.
Ruch wrote,' "these reduc-
tions will not be easy, espe-
cially at an institution that is
relatively underfunded to
begin with."
Ruch said this means parts
of the university are not in
"growth mode."
Phillip Eastman, dean of
the College of Arts and
Science said, "If we (Arts and
Sciences) don't grow, the uni-
versity can't grow." He said
given the current budget,
"we're not growing."
Education watchdogs pre-
dict this trend isn't likely to
retreat. The National Center
for Public Policy and
Ed ucation anticipates state
dollars for high~r education
will be much more difficult to
obtain than in the past. The
moderate California-based
think-tank forecasts signifi-
cant shortfalls just to sustain,'
support, and meet current
educational demands.
Sharply declining rev-
enues leave universities
needing a helping hand and
A4ItS" in\;8 'IT your
FASltiON!
Ruch is one of many universi-
ty presidents campaigning to
bring more business dollars
into the university.
"Institutionally, we need
to act more like a private
institution in the future than
hitherto fore," Ruch said in his
1999 State of the University
Address. "Consequences of
such a shift necessitates [the
greater] quality if our inten-
tions-customer service
across the institution, a much
more integrated approach to
marketing and expanded pri-
vate fund raising priority,
leading to a major campaign."
Universities are in unmis-
takable financial crisis-and
they're looking for some big
money to bail them out.
University for Sale
"The relationship between
academia and business is
more cordial than it has ever
been for decades," Jeremy
Main wrote in a 1987 Fortune
article of the virtual explo-
sion in the number of univer-
sity-business relationships
formed during the 1980's.
While .right-wing com-
mentators criticized the
"tenured radicals" and leftist
agendas harbored within uni-
versity walls, large corpora-
tions and big industries have-
quietly purchased their way
into academic halls.
Faced with immense state
and federal budget cuts, uni-
versities are forced to let
them in.
Corporations have eagerly.
bought into desperate univer-
sities' cries for help. This
assistance hasn't been subtle
or purely in the interest of
students. Universities and
corporations across the
nation have created ties so
cozy, the sectors are increas-
ingly beginning to resemble
each other.
As corporations eye the
bottom line, universities have
found ways to boost revenue
and save a buck. The only dif-
ference between higher edu-
cation and business in uni-
versities are increasing rev-
enues in the service of busi-
ness.
Faced with exploding stu-
dent populations and dwin-
dling state resources, Boise
State University has turned a
hefty, profit by entering into
alliances with Boise's busi-
ness community.
According to BSU
Foundation budget reports,
in 1970, when Boise State
University was still receiving
a large chunk of Idaho's
money pie, the university
relied on corporations to
finance a little more than
$10,000 of the university's
operating budget-small
change when compared with
the university's multi-million
dollar budget.
By the late 1990~s Boise
State was receiving as much
as $16.5 million a year in cor-
porate donations, and unpub-
lished Foundation reports
note the number of corpora-
tions donating money to the
university have more than
quadrupled.
This corporate philan-
thropy and business ties may
seem like financial salvation
for a university losing state .
funding, but this capital char-
ity isn't with out strings
attached-and students don't
always benefit.
Check out the Arbiter every
Monday and Thursday'
Pregnant?
and neeq. help ...
FREE
Pr~gnancytest
BIRTHRIGHT
11()t N. 28th Boise, Idaho 83702
. 342~1898. ...•...•·0· ' .AII'help Is..contldent/al
. . and:"..., .
"-800--1S1S~ '.- ';1 ;;....,~.~.,-
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Kempthorne holds back
higher ed again
¥t~Jteznan5kl
Governor Dirk Kempthorne
ordered a hiring and equipment
purehasirlg freeze for -all state
agencies Thursday in reaction to
reports that IdahO's April tax 001-
lections may come in $60 million
under expected numbers.
Ina news release, Kempthome
said the magnitude of April's
returns and uncertainty about
May and June are cause for "addi-
tiorial caution and immediate
action."
"April's shortfall, which is
nearly 20 percent under projec-
tions may actually bea cumulative.
reflection of ... a national reces-
sion, the stock market's decline,
and the devastating impacts of
Sept 11."
Kempthome's plan calls for
agencies to: freeze hiring, freeze
purchases of any new vehicles and
equipment, suspend all merit rais-
es, and return all extra money to
the state's general fund.
Boise State President Charles
Rum issued an e-mail via the uni-
versity's GroupWise system out-
lining BSU's response to the gov-
ernor's edict.
"It is important to note that
these measures apply only to
ticket
Small business web site
wins innovations award
Idaho Small Business
Solutions, a Web site for small
business owners, has been
named the wjnnerof an
Innovations Award from the
Council of State Governments.
The site, www.idaho-
bizhelp.org, is one of only eight
national winners chosen from
more than 350 entries.
The Web site was devel-
oped by the RIB (Reducing
Idaho's Bureaucracy)
Committee in collaboration
with the Idaho Small Business
Development Center (\SBOC)
hosted at Boise State
University.
"Sum innovative Web sites
as Small Business Solutions
make government more fiscal-
ly responsible and accessible to
the citizen," said Pam Ahrens,
chairman of Idaho's
Information Technology
accounts funded with state appro-
priations," Rum wrote, "Accounts
supported by local or grant funds
are not induded,"
Still, the setback comes at a crit-
ical time for administrators, who
are seeking to hire faculty for the
summer and fall semesters.
According to Ruch, offers that
have been extended to faculty will
be honored, and searches for
prospective faculty in the' late
stages will be considered individ- :
ually.
All other searches were sus-
pended Friday. .
"The hiring of adjunct faculty
and summer session faculty will
proceed as planned," Rum wrote.
Rum also suspended out-of-
state travel unless tickets have
already been purchased, and
Jarge-equipment purchasing has
been put on hold.
Kempthome said nearly all of
April's expected shortfall occwred
in individual tax oollections.These
revenues account for nearly half of
the state's general fund. .
Corporate income and sales tax ..
receipts were close to the predict-
edamounts.
Idaho's shortfall for the year is
nearly $100 million based on a
budget of almost $2 billion in
expenditures.
Resource Management Council
and director of the Idaho
Department of Administration
Marguerite Mason, small
business solutions project man-
ager and director of research
and training for the ISBDC,
accepted the award at an April
30 award ceremony.
Visitors to the Web site can
use a ''Business Wizard" feature
to get a list of government
requirements tailored to their
business.
About a third of the 3,00)
monthly user visits occur dur-
ing evenings and weekends,
when agencies are dosed,
allowing business owners to
get. custo~ information at
their converuenee,
Development of the site was
funded by a grant from USDA
Rural Development: The Idaho
Department of Administration
hosts the Web site on its server,
Eric T. Elliott. English.Liberal Arts, Distinguished Honors
. Laura E',Grant. Mathematics sBS, Distinguished honors
Elama ~. Hall. Political Science, BA, Honors
J Mark R. Hltz,English Writing. Distinguished Honore .
enny A. ~attracenl. Elementary Education. Distinguished Honors
LIsa M. McGrath. Political Science BA Honors
Heathe~M. Michaud, Geology. Distin~ished Honors
Carn: L. Semmeloroth, Sociology. BA, Honors
Curtis S: SJ>C?vak,HistorylPhilosophy, Honors .
Sarah D. Trimming, Communication/English, Honors
.Andrea K. Webb. Psychology. BS. Distinguished Honors
Kimberly M. Woods, English Teaching, Distinguished Honors
The Philosophy Department
congratulates
AMEE N. BROUMAND
Philosophy's SIXTH TOP TEN SCHOLAR
joining Marshall High, Ancel Schoberg, Justin Allen,
Thomas Minnick and Ravi Gupta
Congratulations to the following Philosophy graduates
Joseph A. Rohner
Curtis S. Spevak
Amy K. Stack
Congratulations to the graduating
2002 BSUCAMP alumni.
You did it.
Felicidades en tu graduacion!
Best wishes in your future
endeavors
Luigi Testa
Congratulations!!! ,
Thank you for all of your hard work and
dedication. We wish you the bestof luck
in all your future endeavors.
Sincerely,
The Bookstore Staff
CONGRATULATIONS
Peggy Richards
Master of Arts in Communication
Boise State University
Division of Extended Studies
Joyce Harvey-Morgan. Pam Piro.
Catherine E. Harris.Kellie Rose
WAY TO GO
. RESPIRATORY CARE STUDENTSI
YOU MADE ITII
AMY BASSETT LISA JOPLIN
TERRA BLEWETT HEIDI McGEE
CASSIE HAUETER PETER OLSON
J ACQUIE HEDRICM CARL RIZZO
ELENA ILYUSHA TJ WING II
(~~.~"CongratulationsJames Taylor, Katie Macintyre,
& Amanda Mengel!
If it weren't for your friendship
I would have left school long
ago. Lots of luck in the
'real world!'- Lori"
Anisa,
Iam very proud of you.
Good luck on your next STEP.
I will be with you every STEP
of the way.
Love,
Michael
OIT
Computiiig'Services
would like to honor our
student-employee graduates:
Dree Eno,
BBA- Computer Information Systems
Yulia Korobeinikova,
BS - Accounting'
Grez Malmen,
BBA- Computer Information Systems
Kelly Riley,
MA-Biology
Michael Sarac,
AA - Computer Network Support
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Stephanie Sackerman, University Advancement
is really going to miss you!!
Congratulations
from your admirers on Education's 71h 1100r.
Congratulations to the following '.
MathematicslMathematics,· Secondary Education
. 2002 Graduates:
Matthew D. Collins
Laura Ellyn Grant
Seth A. Greenfield
Kipton C. Hanes
Janet E. Hughes
Rolando Hurtado
Gyozo Lorincz
Melissa Ann Sullivan Rice
From the Math Department Faculty and Staff
CONGRATULATIONS
to the graduating class of 2002 in the
Associate of Science Prog~am in Nursing!
We are proud of you and wish you the very best
, in the profession of nursing.
Andrea, Margaret, Leslyn, Sharon and Hilary
CONGRATULATIONS MPA GRADS!
MARGARET BALLARD . RUSSELL EANES
JANET HOWARD' JOANNE LANHAM
LAUREN McLEAN . TEGWIN MILLARD
CINDY SCHUPPAN . JIMMI SOMMER
ANDREA 1UNING
FROM THE FACULYAND STAFF OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
"Got LUCKY!"
lisa Bunn
Congratulations
A.nabel Navarro!
From Rosy & Joey
De todo corazon te deseamos buena .
auezte, Te queremos mucho
The International
Business Programs and
The Global Business ...
Consortium
in the College of Business and Economics
Congratulates our Spring 2002 Graduates
in International Business.
~Christopher William Cadwell
eJennifer Dockter
aJames J. Hunt
"Steve Law
"Daniel Lee Leavitt'
<aC.P.Liang
.Alberto L. Magana
"Crystal Ann Moerles
",Jay Morgan
"Lindsay Ann Putzier
"Katerina Salygina
.Samuel Ward Schrader
"Zorina Sendler
"Matt G. Smith
Best of luck for the futurel May the world be your oysterl
-I
I,
···-···-·~~··~---~--~~i!:~:~~~:e---~--.--
Construction .Management
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Instructional and Performance. Technology
Mechanicill Engineering
,.
Dean, Associate Dean,
FacUlty and Staff
extend hardy CONGRATULATIONS
to all graduating students who received Technical Certificates,
.Associate of Applied Science Degrees or Bachelor of Applied
Science Degrees
from the following Centers of Distinctions:
Business &Management Technology
...•_ .• ""C " r~-~ .-····CUlittcUy·ArfS··- .._-_._-~--_.
Construction Technology
Health & Human Services
Horticulture Technology
Information Technology
Manufacturing Technology
Transportation Techm~logy
The College of Engineering
Dean, Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff
Extend CONGRATULATIONS to all graduating students
from the following departments:
Selland College of Applied Technology
Congratulations!
to all graduating Seniors
of Alpha KalWa Psi
Jon Gabrielson
Danielle Morgan
Denney Kerner
Cassandra Swanson
Emily Eames
Shanna Smolinski
Congratulations Jennifer Lynn Brannon,
Joseph Noah Glaetlli, Amy R. Rakowska,
and Jessica Jo Standage on your hard work
and dedication to the field of Health
Promotion. Itwas my honor and privilege
to teach yOll and learn form you during you
tenure at BSU. I expect you to be good
teachers and mentors to those paths you cross.
Remember you are a guiding force for positive
change you want to see in the world.
Best wishes Dr. Caile E. Spear
Congratulations to the following
MathematicslMathematics, Secondary Education
2002 Graduates:
Matthew D. Collins
Laura Ellyn Grant
Seth A. Greenfield
Kipton C. Hanes
Janet E. Hughes
Rolando Hurtado
Gyozo Lorincz .
Melissa Ann Sullivan Rice
From the Math Department Faculty and Staff
Mike Dickson
Congratulations
for earning your
SSW!!
---Sandra
"YOU HAVE BRAINS IN YOUR HEAD
YOU HAVE FEET INYOUR SHOES.
YOU CAN STEER YOURSELF ANY DIRECTION
YOU CHOOSE."
- Dr. Suess
FROM STUDENT SUCCESS PROGRAM STAFF
Congrats to our Dec ZOOI GRADUATES
Rhonda Frazier, Dan Munden,
Scott Rasmussen, & Kristi Regotti
And May aooa GRADUATES
Pam Burrows, Colleen Foster, Brandon Copeland,
Ermellnda Garcia, Jaime Gonzalez, Karen Halsteen.
Rachel Westergren, Brian McCullough, Carl Rizzo,
Michelle Weir, & JllTleel Ferris
CONGRATULATIONS
Floyd Randall Reese
"Master of Science
Instructional & Performance Technology
Boise State University
Division of Extended Studies
Joyce Harvey-Morgan.Pam Piro.Linda Urquidi.
Catherine E. Harris.Linda Bemtsen.Kellie Rose
and
Sandy McConnel & Sue Lewis
Sincere CONGRATULATIONS and enthusiastic
BEST WISHES to all students graduating with degrees in:
college of Educatioll
From the Dean, Associate Dean,
Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff
of the
College of Business & EconomicsDean Joyce Lynn Garrett,
Associate Dean Glenn Potter,
Department Chairs,
Faculty and Staff
express sincere
CONGRA TULATIONS
to all graduates from the following departments:
Counselor Education
Curriculum, Instruction & Foundational Studies
Educational Technology
Elementary Education
Kinesiology
Accountancy
International Business
Business Administration
Marketing
Computer Information Systems
Management
Economics
Management Information Systems
Finance
Networking & Telecommunications
General Business
Production & Operations Management
Anthropology
Political Science
.Communication
Psychology
H7ry
CONGRATULATIONS
to graduating students fromThe College of Arts and Sciences
School of Social Work
Military Science
Sociology
Criminal Justice Administration
PublicPolicy and Administration
BeSt Wishes
from
Faculty, Staff, DepartrnenJ Chairs,
Dean and AssoCiate»)~ it
.,~ . ' .. ' -:
. L,':'
Dean, Associate Dean,
Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff
extend hearty CONGRATlJLATIOI'~S
to all graduating students
from the following departments:
, .,
• " ,I ••
Art
Mathematics' .1 ... '
Biology-.,: ";,-'
.,ChenU~t& J
~·'JMtisic!..:~
.. ~efb..)~esand
, .'Literatures
English
Philosophy
Geosciences
Physics
Theatre Arts
Interdisciplinary Studies
nic students work together to Boise State. A group of eth- ginalized and powerless, this is no hope of replacing pea- to students like Chong Chow
be a voice for more inclusive- nic students was faced with only served to push them pie in the system that can- for your offer to pay more
'. ~very ~Ioud has a silver ness and cultural under- an aggressive display of further away from any inter- tribute to this negative envi- tuition to keep me at the uni-
___ lmm&l'h~s .~~ sUl'posed tQ__ ~~_~~ing; I was ecstatic to .see Jower by a staff member of actions with the university. ronment for the ethnic stu- versity. Sentiments like these
IJetne ongmal the su p- the 5tiidenrUni6ii:-Tne~fe"-F,Oi' those'-who-are-able -to-'- dents;-'f-was-once'iold- that---are-priceless-tome;-it- shows----------
th,eme a! ~y G port and students were meeting in the confront these kinds of you "do not throw out the that you are willing to back
debut arhcl: m ~est commit- Cultural Center, discussing behaviors, they became tar- baby with the bath water." up the issues you claim as
t~e ~rbl.ter ~ ment from chang.es they would h."ke to gets for character assassina- But I believe that there is important with your money.
since reslgmnp Ooini 'on AS B S U, see made in the organization tions and were questioned another American adage that However no amount of
f~om my pO.Sl- .r:: and stu- of the center. The staff mem- about whose "team they are says, "one rotten apple spoils money is worth dealing with
han at BOl~e dent sena- ber intruded into the meet- playing for." Is there more the bin." People at the uni- the politics, the manipula-
State. In this tors like ing and would not leave than one team on this cam- versity were hired to serve tion, and the blatant lies. But
article, I was going to write China Veldhouse, for making when he was asked to do so. pus? Are we not all here to students and when they do I will hold all of the wonder-
a.bout how despite my emo- this a priority. And I was Finally, the students had to serve students? If serving not effectively serve, but ful blessings, support, and
tionally and psychologically excited to see staff and facul- leave the center. student needs places you on rather negatively impact the memories close to my heart
draini~g experience here at ty go above and beyond their These students were made one team, then what does the students' development, they and pray that the students
the university, my hope for a job responsibilities to be to feel guilty for having a other team stand for? should be let go. They need advocating for change con-
:mo~e sensitive, supportive mentors, advocates, and sup- private meeting with each Ethnic students at Boise to be held accountable for tinue to stay focused and
environment for ethnic stu- porters for students. other. They were made to State have accepted the fact their actions. It is not true through adversity.
_ dents was restored when I However last week when I question their motives and that· this campus does not enough to do the damage
: saw all the calls to action and returned for a brief visit to their rights. These power reflect them or their cultures, and think that it is erased by
suprort by the students, campus, I witnessed an inci- . plays and intimation tactics from the class material to the a "sorry" or 4tl excuse. A
staf , and faculty, when the dent that once again remind- . are daily reminders to ethnic faces on campus to the poli- sorry does not 'cut it when
truth came out about my res- ed me of- how powerful and students of their place in this cies we have in place on cam- these types of behaviors hap-
ignation. , insidious institutional power whole system. For those stu- pus. What makes this situ a- pen over and over again.
Iwas proud to see the eth- and oppression are here at dents who already felt mar- tion unbearable is that there On a final note, thank you
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Work for inclusiveness at Boise State
By Tam Dlnh
_ -Tam Dinh is. the former cul-
tura/ center coordinator for
Boise State
Males forced into domineering roles
B~ Jonathan L'ecuyer
..Tie Dai/v Campus <U.
Connectlcu t)
deeply enough to be
depressed, depression is a
result of feelings. Feelings
and the word man are not
allowed to go together in this
society. If something is both-
ering us, we are told to "suck
it up:' and if we don't, we
suffer the consequences or
ridicule and become a social
misfit. This holding in of
emotions is very negative
and then when some do
express them, they arc physi- .
cal violence or anger.
There are no rules on how
to live, no instructional man-
ual for life's challenges, why
then is there one for how a
male must act, what he must
like to do, what he has to
look like?
We are expected to love
sports and not only that, be
good at all of them. In this
, story Richard was told that
because he was tall that he
should play basketball. He
did so and realized later that
he didn't really ever want to
and didn't enjoy it. The iron-
ic thing was he became a star
in his local area, what many
guys dream of. He thought at
the time he enjoyed the
attention, but really he only
felt that way because he was
told so often how good he
had it and how happy he
"must be."
"Richard had to get sick in
his harness and nearly be
destroyed by role-playing
masculinity before he could
allow himself to be a person
with his own feelings, rather
than just a hollow male
image," Goldberg said. He
. goes on to say, "our culture
is saturated with successful
male zombies, businessmen
zombies, gold zombies,
sports car zombies, playboy
zombies, etc. They are play-
ing by the rules of the male
game plan. They have lost
touch with, or are running
away from, their feelings and,
awareness of themselves as
people." A man would
"rather die in the battle than
risk living in a different way
and being called a coward."
Men are not allowed to
feel bad when their girl-
friend dumrs them, their
buddies wil say, "ah just
forget about her," be content
with calling her nasty names,
etc. Thus the man going
through what is emotionally
taxing has to pretend that it
isn't bothering him, which
leads to pent up emotion,
which in turn can lead to
either health problems or in
severe cases future violence .
Women have come a long
way as far as societal accep-
tance is concerned. Men can
show no sign of their femi-
nine sides. They think some-
thing is wrong with them if
they do; they beat them-
selves up over it. In essence
our society has dehumanized
many of its men. The reason
that women have come a
long way is because their lib-
eration movement was effec-
tive. Goldberg says that the
current form of male libera-
tion is not the way to go.
Currently the male liberation
focuses on making men feel
guilty, and bad about them-
selves. "Precisely because
the tenor and mood of the
male liberation efforts so far
have been one of self-accusa-
tion, self-hate, and a repeti-
tion of feminist assertions, I
believe it is doomed to fail-
ure in its present form." said
Goldberg.
Goldberg' suggests that;
"The women's liberation
movement did not affect its
astounding impact via self-
hate and guilt or the desire to
placate the male. Instead it
has been energized by anger
and outrage. Neither will the
male change in any meaning-
ful way until he experiences
his underlying rage toward
the endless, impossible binds
under which he lives, the
rigid definitions of his role,
the endless fressure to be all
things to al people, and the
guilt-oriented, self-denying
way he has traditionally
related to women, to his feel-
ings and to his needs."
I feel he is right on target.
It's too bad more people
were not exposed to this
essay. I think it's an impor-
tant message to all males
today.
"The male has yet to fully
realize, acknowledge, and
rebel against the distress and
stifling aspects of many of
the roles he plays - from
good husband. to good
daddy, to good provider, to
good lover, etc. Because of
the inner pressure to con-
stantly affirm his dominance
and masculinity, he contin-
ues to act as if he can stand
up under, fulfill, and even
enjoy all the experiences
placed on him no matter how
contradictory and devitaliz-
ing they are."
He is not saying that all
men should not want to be a
husband and provider and
even enjoy it. His complaints
are that those roles are
forced upon males, as if it is
wrong if they don't live up to
society's dream because he
merely wants to fulfill his
own, as well as how men and
their feelings are dealt with.
I would venture to say
many females who read this
would say something to the
effect of, "oh please, give me
a break, women have it so
much harder in society." But
those would be the 'ones
who, 'like most men, are
blinded to what is really
going on, and what unfortu-
nately I foresee always going
on.
Goldberg and others like
him. will just never be taken
seriously by enough people
to change society, it's too'
bad, you'd be amazed how
many of the world's prob-
lems would be positively
affected, if males didn't live
in this lifetime long harness.
Be yourselves, do what
makes you happy; don't con-
form' fully to what society
says you must act like, and
how you must deal with all
life's situations.
STORRS, Conn. - As I sat
at in my room the other day,
trying to find an essay to
read and respond to for my
English 110 class, I came
upon an article entitled, "In
Harness: The Male
Condition" written by_a man
named Herb Goldberg. This
article is about the state of
the male sex, as of 1976 any-
way, the year in which it was
published. It's now more
than 25 years later and much
of what Goldberg brings up
-in this highly accurate essay
is still true today, which is
unfortunate.
This essay focuses on one
man named Richard who
was highly successful as a
"man," but was deeply
unhappy about almost
everything that he was sup-
posed to be enjoying. He suf-
fered health problems, both
of the physical nature and
mental variety, depression,
etc. Yes, males can· feel
depressed too, although it is
not really accepted in today's
• society. Not accepted
because men shouldn't be
caring about anything
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py LindseY Maxey there are bicyclistsweaviilg'"
in and out and your friends"
In the United States of are trying to carry on a casu-
America, all citizens have the al conversation. Everyday
right to speak, write and ride innocent students have their'
bicycles. Bverydayona uni- toes crushed or arms bruised
versity cam- . by bicycles
pus there is G . and handle-
a bicyclist ~est I bars, Th,riding to '. slab of con-
class hoping . Ooini. ion crete used. as
to beat the ~ l! a walking
rush of stu- apparatus is
dents so he called a side-
can get the front row seat in walk for a reason. It was
a psychology class. Riding built so students had a safe
his bike may get him there way to get to class without
faster than everybody else, being hit by cars or other
but 1 can guarantee there traffic. Bicyclists cause
were at least two students unwanted fear and injuries
run down in the process. among innocent students
As a student at Boise and sidewalks become an
State, I have the pleasure of unsafe passage to class.
Walkirtgt<:n:lassdaily; Most······ -I: 'reallythink-something-"
days I'm tired and not want- should be done about this
ing to attend class, but often problem. Bicyclists have
times the nice breeze will their own lanes on open
wake me up and get me roads, and I think they
ready for class. As I walk should have their own paths
along, I suddenly realize on the sidewalks too;
there is a bicyclist coming Students would know where
straight at me. I keep my bicyclists would be and
path and notice how the instead of having their toes
speed of the bicyclist has got- crushed .they could walk
ten faster. As he makes a bee- away from the bicyclist path.
line for me I begin to wonder This would bring the chance
how badly it will hurt when of being scared of injured
this bike crashes into me. down to almost zero.
The bicyclist changes paths Lives all over campus
right before. he hits me and would be fear free once bicy-
his handlebar rips the skin c1ist paths Were put into
from my arm causing me to effect. No one would have to
grimace in pain. I was a vic- guess where the next bicy-
tim of one of the many hit c1ist would be coming from
and runs on campus. I went and all previous toe injuries
to class that morning in a would neal and stay healed.
silent rage. I had been in a Having paths would cause
good mood until my person- bicyclists to have more of an
al bubble of comfort was organized riding path
burst. All of this arrogant because they would not have
behavior was making me to weave in and out of peo-
mean. I'm typically a sweet pie, but only stay on the path
person, but I remember see- made for them. Campuses
ing a bicyclist ride past me everywhere would have sane
and wreck. I laughed. bicyclists and safe, healthy
All college students face students.
the problem of bicyclists
gone mad. Walking to class
becomes a nightmare when
Ending athletic
preference .
No, you can't
see my thong!
Bv Nlcholgs F.
Josefowltz
Harvard Crimson (Harvard
U.)
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -
Harvard University prides
itself in excelling in every-
thing it does. Yet there is a
group of students from
whom Harvard asks little
more than mediocrity. That
group of students is recruit-
ed athletes. _
Unfortunately, the
Harvard College admis-
sions office seems to value
athletic talent more than
any other achievement, skill
or potential aptitude.
Varsity coaches tag appli-
cants for special considera-
tion. The admissions office,
more often than not, must
then find a reason to reject,
rather than a reason to
accept these tagged athletes.
This tagging formalizes the
inflated value that the
College puts on athletic suc-
cess. In many cases, this
system places athletic virtu-
osity above academic ability
fot a significant portion of
the admitted first-year
class.
At Harvard, over one
hundred athletes, many of
whom may not have been
admitted if normal academ-
ic standards had been
applied, matriculate every
year.
Although no statistics are
provided by Harvard of
these athletes' academic
performance, The Game of
Life, a book written by
William G. Bowen and
James L. Shulman, com-
pares elite north eastern col-
leges and shows that varsity
athletes perform worse aca-
demically once they have
enrolled than the rest of the
undergraduate population.
While this observation may
be explained, in part, by the
amount of time that the
recruits devote to athletics
once in college, the underly-
ing problem is that many
recruited athletes are not as
academically capable as
other students.
If all recruited athletes
were as academically quali-
fied as regular students,
then there would be no need
to give some athletes special'
consideration; ,Still, some
would argue that to fill its
teams Harvard needs to
. recruit athletes who are
suited to individual posi-
tions. But Harvard can field
numerous orchestras, bands
and club sports team&"activ-
·1ti~s. that reqtdte as. much ",4 ,
realized that it wasn't,
what made her think that
this was goirig to go over.
Personally, I think she was
doing this more. for her
RALEIGH, N.C. - I guess own viewing pleasure
most of you have heard rather than the "decency"
. about the skirt-lifting inci- issue of wearing thong
dent at the San Diego high underwear. Additionally, I
school dance by now, but if hope that the parents of
not, let me express my these girls haven't filed a
inevitable outrage. suit against her and the
During a high school school system because it
dance in San Diego. the just happened, and I hope
vice-principal, Rita Wilson, to see a sexual harassment
checked girls to make sure and civil rights suit about
that they weren't wearing this issue in the news.
thong underwear. She In addition
asked girls to all this, it
to lift up During a high school seems that
their skirts this procedure
and then dance in San Diego was adopted
proceeded to , " to curb thong-
check for the uice-principal, w ear i n g
appropriate R' W'l h k d because the
underwear Ita I son, c ec e girls at this
- in so~e girls to make sure school wore
cases In thong under-
front of that they weren't wear on a reg-
boys, teach- ular basis, as
ers and wearing thong under- they all knew
police offi- , from the lock-
cers at the wear; She asked girls er room. It
door. She t l;1=#- thei k' t seems to me
also grabbed 0 IJ .. Up etr S tr S that Wilson
a~ ',east o~e and then proceeded to either set o.ut
girl s shut on a moralis-
and pulled ».check for appropriate tic mission to
to check her curb thong-
bra. In fact, underwear. w ear i n g ,
some girls which I can
were made to partially only surmise she considers
undress if they were sus- indecent, or she's just a
pected of not wearing a bra; pedophile. In either case,
Girls are reported to she has no business being
have cried after relating the in the school system and
story to their parents and, around young girls any-
of course,' were ernbar- more. Not only do her per-
rassed by the whole inci- sonal feelings on thongs
dent. The. parents are ask- have no business being
ing for the vice-principal's addressed in· the school
resignation in light of what system, but no one's do.
happened. Seeing as how undergar-
To say that a wave of ments can't be seen, they
outrage swept over me as I can't possibly violate the
heard this story does not school dress code, and, as
even begin to express my such, an administrator cer-
feelings on ~he ~at.ter: The tainly doesn't have the
problems WIth this incident right to "search" for under-
are manifold. First of all, garments.
Principal Paul Gentle said But the saddest part
he was looking into: the about all this is that most
matter and talking with the girls obeyed Wilson and
people involved. What lifted up their skirts, even
escapes me is how all the if front of other people. To
teachers and police officers me, this is a sad reflection
who apparently witnessed about what young people
this could simply stand by in today's society, or at
and let this go on. Clearly . least those in. high school,
- and, yes, I do mean know about their civil
clearly - this is a viola!io~ rights ~nd: ~ow to keepor~e.law and these girls from being vlola~ed •.~I :was.
. clvllrights. ." shocked to hear that the
'. On~of my other ques- 'girls didn't just laugh' in:
..tl(~ns IS w~at .the hellwas her face. and proceed to
WJlson thmkmg?' What I it\form Wilson that she 'i!!
want to kn.ol'oriSW.hatp. os-.·. g.oin,l.g·. t.o.' ja,n '."f. or....•.:t.h.··.i.S.'.' .sessed het to think that this which she should be. '.' ':'.
WJS either OK, .or if .sh!! Iwanttoblamesomeone':
, '. JI... > - - .-,' - ~. ~:_~" ->" ':-, :/';~ -<.':.' .
for this outrage, but I think
everyone is at least some-
what at fault. Of course,
Wilson should be jailed for
child molestation. But the
parents of the girls who
didn't walk away and did-
n't stand up for themselves
also need to take note that
they, as parents, need to be
teaching their children
about their rights. Just
because people are in posi-
tions of authority doesn't
mean they can do whatever
they want to you.
In addition, I don't know
if this incident could have
happened from a lack of
sex education since this
issue touches on human
sexuality. But if it does,
then this incident serves to
further reflect our need for
increased sex education.
Above everything though,
this should teach us about
how far people of authority
will go if unchecked and
what can happen to people
when they don't know their
rights and don't stand up
for them when they are vio-
lated.
. specialization as varsity Professionalism may be
sports-without resorting to acceptable at schools like
formalized tagging meth- Ohio State, which act almost
ods. as minor leagues for profes-
The admissions process sional sports and which
should 'not ignore athletics have no qualms about giv-
when making its acceptance ing their athletes a salary
decision, nor should it be (athletic scholarships).
based solely on grades and However, professionalism
test scores. Activities out- is not acceptable at Harvard
side the classroom are right- because our foremost con-
ly valued by the admissions cern is veritas, not victoria.
office. But athletics should At one time, professional
be treated like any other athletes did not masquerade
extra-curricular activity and as amateurs. In 1906, the
not given a special coach's NCAA bylaws defined am a-
tag. teur competition as prevent-
Just like many other ing "the offering of induce-
extra-curriculars, sporting ments to players to enter
competition can often be a colleges or universities
worthwhile activity. High because of their athletic
school athletes often abilities or supporting or
assume leadership posi- maintaining players while
tions, learn to understand students on account of their
the importance of discipline athletic abilities, either by
to achieving a goal and gain athletic organizations, indi-
considerable self-esteem vidual alumni, or otherwise,
playing sports. Although directly or indirectly." Not
these sporting experiences only does Harvard rernu-
should be valued, mere nerate their athletic recruits
sporting ability should not. with one of the best educa-
Just because someone is tions in the world but also
seven-feet-tall and a basket- with the benefits a Harvard
ball star, does not mean that degree confers-something
person should be given the money of hundreds of
admissions priority. athletics scholarship could
Admissions officers must not buy.
make sure that such stu- Professionalism in col-
dents, whose primary activ- lege athletics only leads to
ity was athletics, be judged increased self-segregation
as much on the value of by the varsity athletes, as
their work as on their ath- demonstrated in the study
letic prowess. Under this by Shulman and Bowen.
new system, many of our Professionalism discour-
current athletes would still ages athletes from partici-
have been admitted, but a pating in other activities,
significant number would spending time on their
not have been. studies and getting the
Many people argue that well-rounded education for
raising the standards for which Harvard is' known.
athletic admissions would Professionalism diminishes
cause the quality of athletics the educational experience
to decline. If so, such a of those students who are
decline is acceptable. The academically capable, not
relative competitiveness of .only denying most of them
the athletic programs would the opportunity to play
remain constant. Athletes' sports at an inter-collegiate
'experiences are predicated level, but also depressing
on this competition and not the intellectual level of sec-
on the absolute level of tions, tutorials and lectures.
skill. But most importantly, pro-
Critics would also con- fessio'nalism denies a
tend that diminished skill . Harvard education to
levels hurt the prestige of dozens of worthy candi-.
theUniversity, This defini- dates every year, whose
tion of prestige, however, is places are taken by the
almost entirely self- numerous undeserving ath-
imposed. MIT, for instance, letes.
is considered no less of a It is vitally important
university due to its overall that the College. end the
sporting ineptness. Harvard privile~ed status of athletes
does not lose Its- dominant In.admieslons decisions, not
reputation' to Cornell every only for sake of present stu-
time it is beaten at football, dents, but for the sake of
baseball or crew. This .veritas itself.
obsession. .with winning-
befits Ii professional sports
program, but not one run
q~~ .i#HaJ'V~d'scampus.
\ ;-~:. ~:"""."...v,r,.~ :' - - " -., '" ' . _
By Lgrlsg
Ygslnoyskgyg
Technician (North Carolina
State U.)
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Ribbon cut on new-tennis complex
mer Boise State tennis player.
. Applelon played for Boise State
from 1m-1982 In his senior .
Last July as a ~ member of Appleton, along With ~
the W-:stem Athletic.Conferenre Langdon, won the Big Sky
the BOise Stale tennis program Doubles Championship.
~~ ground .for its new tennis Applelon graduated from Boise
facility. On Fnday the Appleton State with a double major in
___.._~~~~:~,-._.~.~.~~~O!'_sys-
opemng.. "I have a lot of memories from
"l'vebeenalloverAmeriraand this spot. this is where the rourts
have played at many different ten- were before," Appleton said. "I've
nis faCilities and this one is by far : been fortunate to be able to have
the nicest one," this is how Boise the opportimity to provide and
State All-WAC tennis player give bad< just a little bit of what's
Marcus Berntson described the been given to me," Appleton con-
new Appleton Outdoor Tennis tinned,
Center. "The University has been such
The new six-court tennis CEnter a big part of my life and is still a
is located at the site of the previous part Of my life:'
~td?Ot"rou,rts.nextto~ronunu- Other dignitaries on hand for
meation building.and IS able to the celebration included Idaho
handle seating for 1,200 fans. Governor DirkKempthome, Boise
The dream to build a world- Mayor Brent Coles and BoiseState
class facility at Boise State became a . University Presidentdlarles Ruch.
reality two years ago when Steve "The Appleton Tennis Center
Appfeton donated lO,(XX)shares of will bethe venue for future NCAA
his personal Micron Tedmology tennis toumaments," This is the
stock. Appleton didn't stop there· prediction for the new facility from
donating another $85O,(XX) .last Governor Kempthome.
year. Boise Stale also helped raise "To have this world-class facili-
another $400,(0) to finish the facili- ty right here is incredible and to
ty. . . think about the world class athletes
Appleton isPresident and CEO who will practice and compete
of Micron Tedmology and a for- here is inspiring,"
Governor Kempthome also
added, "The facility that is here is
because of a man that has given
back:'
Boise Stale President Charles
Ruch referred to the new CEnter as
Wimbledon west
"Tennis is one of those sports
that is lifetime, it is for fierce com-
pelitionbut .also for' recreanon,-ff-
addedRuch
"This facilitywould not behere
without him (Appleton) giving
back to his institution," Ruch
added.
Boise Mayor Brent Coles
thanked Appleton for his commit-
ment and his rontribution to the
community by proclaiming Friday
May 3 Appleton Outdoor Tennis
Center Day.
Mayor Coles Said of the new
tennis CEnter, "This is like nothing
else I have seen in my lifetime."
Boise State's tennis facilities
have hosted many world-class ten-
nis athletes in the t like Jim
Courier, Andy ~ck who is
currently ranked ninth in the
world and' Lindsay Davenport ~
who is ranked seventh in the
world.
Next April Boise State will host
the 2003 Men's and Women's
WAC Tennis Championships
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• Batteries ITlREUllTOSERVICECENTER11 nRE'AQTOSERVICECENTERI
Only 4 blocks from BSU Most Cars With I Most Cars & Lt.Trucks With
344 2100' 716V' t Coupon Only I Coupon Only I. • IS a E I J 30 2002 Expires June 30,2002B . xpres une ,
Valid at all B~~~~ellocations L - - - - L - - - -
Barb Chandler (front), Steve Appleton (middle), and Jim Moortgat fire off tha
ceremonlot first serve In the Appleton Tennis Center.
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AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-TimeStudents II!
• * Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student Loan Repayment Program
For More Information contact:
TSgt Rod Elson
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909
Futf/ ThurFuru~ >
fIP Air N::;;:::;;; Guard
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to work in the Student Recreation
in the Fall of 2002.,
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'.. Climbing Gym Staff' ..··'
.. Customer Service Staff
.. Equipment Checkout Staff
...Fac ilitv Crew
.. Facility Manager
..Fitness Instructor
.. Inrramura! Supervisor
..Kid Fit Staff
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Newcaf~ brings taste of France to Boise
accessible for customers. At
tk~ same time, initiating
people to French gastrono-
my.
From quiche to chocolate
mousse, from delicious
homemade vegetable soup
to freshly made baguettes
and warm chocolate-filled
croissants, Le Cafe De Paris
serves a variety of items for
less than $6.50.
Le Cafe De Paris is a gen-
uine glimpse at the French's
love for quality cuisine and
conversation. The atmos-
phere is cozy and friendly,
and the murmuring of
French creates a unique
ambience that adds a
romantic flair to the simple
decor.
The cafe is a nice, afford-
able getaway for students
any time of the day.
Whether you just want a
steamy cup of cafe au lait or
something more substan-
tial, Le Cafe De Paris is
open six days a week.
By Hortense Saget
Special to the Arbiter
friends and immediately
saw the need for a French
delicatessen/bakery. He
then decided to bring a
piece of his own cultural
inheritance to Boise, giving
Idahoans a chance to taste
his French bistro-style cui-
. sine.
"I wanted to recreate a
French atmosphere as
authentic as possible,"
Mathieu said.
"Everything is cooked
with authentic French
recipes, and I use fresh
ingredients to preserve the
. quality of homemade cook-
ing."
Mathieu's goal is to keep
his concept simple .and
Experiencing France and
its culture is now possible
at Le Cafe De Paris, an
authentic new bistro that
opened its doors in the
heart of Downtown Boise a
few weeks ago.
Simple and authentic,
the food is a delicate plea-
sure. Mathieu Choux, the
cafe's 23-year-old chef, was
born and raised in the
French wine region of
Burgundy. His family has
.been in the restaurant busi-
ness for generations. Two
years ago, he came to Idaho
to visit a couple of old
,
.,
~,
Photo by Kelly Doy, The ArbIler.
Left: Le Caf~ De Paris. Above: Mathieu Chaux, baker and owner of Le
Caf~ De Paris, with Amy Buratto.
Wednesday, May 22· 7:30pm
The Pavilion
Boise State University
Ticket Outlets: All Select-A-Seat location
and Pavilion Box Ofice
To Charge by Phone: Select-A-Seat at 208-426-1766
Order On line At: www.idaholickets.com
Convience Fees may apply
For More information, Call: Peoplo for Christ at
(509) 326-4501
Presented by PEOPLE FOR CHRIST MINISTRY
Welcomed by 89.5 FM KTSY
Beach Club
Tanning
~ r
Open 7 days a week
M-TH 9am-l0pm
,Fri 9am~8pm
.Sat 9arTi-6p'm
Sun 10am~5pm
L.-:-+~~'--r.-::~~~:':':::':~:::;:;':~~~ ,
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RlOht"Viewer for the Blind"by
Hatalene Cummings.
By J. Patrick Kelly never stop evolving."
The Arbiter Crawford uses the medium of screen-
printing on clear Plexiglas boxes, examining
Boise State's Department of Art is turning male and female anatomy and physiology.
loose another batch of artists on the world. Her forms pay close attention to the genetic
And the fruition of their college experience and reprocfuctive processes that connect all
is once again being shown in a bachelor of humans in a unique bond.
fine arts thesis exhibition. "The Plexiglas boxes signify the con-
This year's installation, "Busy Signal," is straints that society inflicts upon us, yet
a response to the world of popular media transparent that we can see outside this lim-
forms and ever-changing high-tech commu- itation."
nications, The exhibit's goal is to connect Crawford's exhibit also features a series
people, using visual communication as a of hanging aluminum rods, which deline.ate
viable source for new information. strands of DNA.
"Busy Signal" is running until May 15 in "Peorle have been treating them like a
Gallery One of the Liberal Arts Building and musica instrument because they chime
Gallery Two of the Hemingway Center. when touched. This adds a whole new
Ceramic artist Chad Ritzer, who gradu- dimension to the piece," Crawford said.
ates in May with a fine arts degree, is dis- Upon entering Gallery One, one can't
playing his mixed media forms, "Urban help but notice Natalene Cummings' envi-
Totem 1, II, III," in Gallery One: ronmental art forms ..Her concepts deal with
Ritzer's three urban totem poles are made the .extinction of natural habitats, issues of
from stoneware, found tires, lumber, poly- over-population and mass consumption in
ester cord and spray foam. One of the totem our society.
poles is intentionally incomplete as an artis- "1 wanted to create a sense of loss and a
tic statement. feeling of vacancy, especially when dealing
"It is representative of aspects of our cul- with the topic of urban sprawl," Cummings
ture that are left unfinished," Ritzer said. said.
Knotty, organic-looking growths. pro- Before coming to Boise State for a fine
trude from the poles, creating an illusion of arts degree, Cummings worked as a biolo-
the natural world. The spent tires represent gist and environmental educator for several
the modern process of manufacturing and years. Her artist statement ties her past
free-association writing adorns the mono- career to her present life as an artist:
liths. . "I shared with peorle my love and enthu-
"Graffiti is such a major part of our cul- siasm for the natura environment and my
ture and tires are permanent, they don't go understanding of the interdependence of
.away, and language plays into this," Ritzer organisms and fragility of the planet. In
said. . recent years, I have continued the campaign
"1 wanted to break away from conven- for planet Earth and carried it into the study
tional pottery on this project, and I feel that of art:' ; . .'
I have succeeded in. doin!? so." Artist Karen 'Sexsmith, who also gradu-
ZoeyCrawford, ..~ seniorfine arts major ates in May, is displaying her delicate jewel- .
with- a prihtmakingemphasis,explores the ry in Gallery One. Her pieces are a fusion of
concepts of genetic make-up in an effort to precious metals and semi-precioUS stones
combat the superficial nature of people. Her such as. blue topaz, 'p'earls," white sapphire
Hemingway Center installation is called and amethyst. Sexsmlth' sdesigns pay close
''Underneath ItAll." _ . attention to detail, .textureand .chlor. .
"Below.the surface, we are all the same, IJUnfortunat~ly, jewelry .to many is not
just cells,' nerves and blood," Crawford said .. recognized as an art form ox:medium. But I
Crawfo~~8 mixed media. workS focuses .''.•really, feel',thisnQt true, it is scU1pture on a
o.n.g.la.m.p.ur.~r.'~ad.Yer.ti..·.S.ing ilIl.. ~ the ob.i..e.ctifi..ca-.'.. sm ansc a1e.•.I bel· ~ev..ei ~-.tOb~..\)xp.r.re SSiyell;l'd;tion of'wp.1nen.·~ewholetime el.CPlo~ l!erc;mon~ental ittf;S;~oW1\;\Vay,;;·ontjn whi~
0lVtl i~e,n~ty. ~/¢tcetpt flom.,her·:~· ·i~()f·~bl!auty,r,
~~~~.~.~.~~.~.~.s.-:.'... ..·.~",. ...~1.ir~4~~cf, .}
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Above: "Condition of Anonymity" by Ma"hew Brunlcardl.
Below:"Urban Totem I, II, III" by Chad Ritzer.
Mixed media forms speak volumes
Above: Zoey Crawford
explains her concepts of her
Installation, "Underneath It
. All",to Diversions EditorJames
Patrick Kelly.
.. ,. . '
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19'10Unive~it.yAve.
BoiSe, 10837?5
PhonEi:,34&8204
Fax: 4~6-3198
ads@arbiter.boisEi~te.edu '
Studente/Faculty
www.arbiteronline.com ,41inef tree. addillonallines $1 ea.
2 bedroom single wide '
mobile home minutes
to BSU new furnace
and carpet, covered
patio/shed $7,900
389-2048
P , u P an par s Sell your stuff locally
.bulldozed! Students lot sale May 11, 9am - online@
I ;williose housing! Now 4 pm at 1830 Beacon ' boise4sell.com Call).
I :What7 Call Housing St. Sponsored bhiBSU 863-6818
i .426-3986 Delta Epsilon C .i
• . Get free help with,
\ :The girl who wit- Vote T. Allen Hoover your writing at theI
;nessed police officer for Idaho Senate BSU Writing Center
! "running thru cross- District 17 Put a BSU LA-2oo, 426-1298
1. .walk on University & student in the
" Juanita. Call Mamie Statehouse 631-3003,
'. :250-648.5
.One person to play 1/2
Need a Photograph;~? '
Engagement, Packard Bell Computer
.guitar and 1/2 bass for Weddings, Portrait, & Canon Printer 4400
.working downtown New baby, etc. moving must sell $200
-cover band Call Andy Call Porter's aBO Call 859-9422
.850-1879 Photography at 208-
863-5967 Ask for Brian Futon For Sale.
$45 aBO Please Call
STUDENTSI Wanted: College stu- 850-0198REMINDERI dents & their dogs to
ASBSU '426.1440) provide. socialize with other Pocket PC HP Jordana.FREE AnORNEYCONSULTATIONS students & their dogs.wtth • local private lawyer for 543 Includes Internet, molt legal probHtml you may If interested call Explorer, Windowshav••
Including: 429-1756dlvorcelfamlly law Media Infrared & more
landlord problems $320353-1124
, child custody and Are you a female 21- .,
child support 33? NWOD is looking 700 Watt Newcollection and
debt problems
for egg donors in your Microwaves $35 csn.
personal Injury and area. All ethnicities 353-1660
Insurance' welcomed. Would you
workmen's like to help someone's 91 Dodge Spirit, reli-
compensation dream come true and able $1300 Callclaims earn $3000 For moreCUI/criminal 353-1660
TAKE info call 208-634-9774.
ADVANTAGE I Or log on to For Sale 89 Dodge
C"ASasutur ... ~ www.nwod.org Caravan AC Heater~ u.v-" Lalamll
.. >dJ<>hns.::nru..MtolS~
Radio $800 aBO&liUllml.lL_OIlIcoolllP,
BoiH.lO arbiteronline.com 353-5771 '
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DILBERT~
Roommate Wanted
M / F $288+1/3 utilities
Avail. Now! Live
w /2F + 1 cool kid.
rt~a.seC<l!l ,85f:1045
1989 Ford Probe LX
New Paint FUlly
Loaded Sun- roof
Custom Wheels New
Tires $2795 863-2128
1988 Mazda 323 Blue 4
Door Runs Great &
Clean 5 speed $1200
863-2128
1~.t,':1~::nd
new in pkg Value $550,
Sacrifice $133. 866-7476
BED-Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. New-still
in plastic, with warran-
ty. Value $699, Sell
$176. Can deliver
866-7476
Adobe Illustrator
Version 7.0 for Macs
$15 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Norton Antivirus
Version 5.0 for Macs $5
Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for Macs
$5.00 Cal1 The Arbiter
@345-8204
Own your home! 4
Bdrm Mfg. Hm. Close
to Green Belt. $53,900.
433-9772 sherihone@
hotmail.com
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 Per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call866-291-1884
ext 435
lilTED
creative
individuals
$250 a day
potential/bartending.
Training provided,
1-800-293-3985 ext 223.
S1VPENTS: .~l.lYQ1JL
stuff in The Arbiter
Classifieds.
._ who.aren't.___
afraid of work
(or computers)
One person to play 1/2
-~j:BnW~;~t~~for.
cover band Call Andy
850-1879
Need to sublease your
apt for summer? Call
208-234-0278
Sales Good pay &
incentives, flexible
hours. 1-866-781-1794
or email resume to tee-
nietreasures@iwworks.
com
IDEAL'
'E M P ~ 0 YMEN T
For sale: mobile home,
2 bed, 2 bath, close to
BSU. $19,900. Call343-
1900 for more informa-
tion.
The Arbiter
(20B) 345-8204'....those who have excellent velba!skills and need a flexible .schedule ... Wanted
Graphic Designers
Professional couple
seeks qualified Ff
childcare provider for
twin infants. Salary
negotiable. Please cal1
345-8317.
IMAGINE THIS:
•E~ &W!eterdsMls~NWt
.T~Il*·oorrepsawage ~41~
• Paid Training
~~UR&KL~rn
Campus tour guides
Begins Mon, June 3
Tours are M-F 9:30 for
approx 1 1/2 hrs.
$7/hr Call 426-1820
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Cocktail Servers
Wanted Night Moves
388-1829 After 4 pm
Applications @4348
West State Street
The Arbiter
(208) 345-8204
PEOPLE SAID IRRELE-
VANT THING&. I3AD
DECI&ION& loJERE
MADE. MEN ARE
IDIOT&.
IT
WA&
IMPLIED.
\.
ALICE. L.JOULD YOU
.READ THE MINUTE&
FROM OUR LA&T
MEETING?
I L.JOULD LIKE TO
IMPROVE ~IY
niTERPER&ONAL
5KILL&.
)
I DON'T
REMEMBER
THAT
LA&T
PART.
.. _- , .~-" - - - ,'" ''0"' •• - ""'~~-;",~-,~ ~ ," ,.,. ,-":. 'r--·' ...~_':.. ,":";':','~':\"_~·"7'C"r~~~.:;".:C:{"".'·'~i-l,week~H~,te>~~~;II.;
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (May 6). You
may love your friends dearly, but
don't fund everyone's projects. One
gentle dreamer could cost you a
bundle. Not that this person would
cheat you, of course. It's just that a
good idea could be expensive.
When you venture into new territo-
ry, you encounter new problems.
Don't gamble.
To gel the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day,
o the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April19) -
Today is a 5 - Bold action is your
specialty, but it isn't wise right now.
There are too many changes going
on. Intuition is blocked by adrena-
line, so listen carefully.
Taurus (April 20:May 20) -
Today is an 8 - A friend is having
trouble deciding whether to turn left
or right. To you, neither option is
attractive. Advise this person to
hold still.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)-
Today is a 5 - Change is often
wonderful, but this time it's just
confusing. If you can't do what you
used to do, what's next? Creativity,
that's what. Accept a challenge.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -
Today is a 7 - Now comes the
tough part. Talking won't work, your
charm is of no use, courage is busy
elsewhere, and even your experi-
ence fails. The job isn't what you
expected, but faith pulls.you
through ..
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today
, is a 4-It's pretty hard for anyone to
get anything across today, be it
materials or messages, so don't
bother. Hold your breath, mailings
and even your check until
Wednesday.
Virgo (Aug. 23-5ept. 22) -
Today is a 6 - Big changes are
under way. Your assignment is to
help them make things tum out bet-
ter instead of worse. Get a specific
goal in mind and keep everyone
headed in that direction.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct 22) - Today
is a 5 - It's just one hassle after
another throughout the day. It's epi-
demic. Don't complain. Lend a
hand, and minimize travel.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)-
Today is an 8 - The path to riches
may seem blocked, but you can
find another route. Take the long
way around.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -
Today is a 4 - Everything is espe-
cially irritating to you today. Is it
you, or is it them? If you run out of
patience, call in an expert.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -
Today is a 7 ;.Everything is in an
uproar, but you're doing fine.
Others look to you for guidance.
Get ready.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18) -
Today is a 5 - There isn't enough
money to do what you want. Wh2fl
else is new? Don't give up hope,
but don't gamble, either. Take on
more work.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -
-Today is a 7 - One particularty
noisy person has about a zillion
reasons why whatever you suggest
won't work. Actually, it won't work
right now, but it can work later.
(c) 2002, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
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CAPTAIN RIBMAN In Tele-Vlslons
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Fishhook feature
5 & others
9 Biblical land
14 Cookie choice
15 Colorado
tributary
16 Consume with
relish
17 Chilean cash
18 Wildebeests
19 Rib-eye
alternative
20 "Nova" network
22 "_ Pinafore"
23 Kitchen fixtures
24 A couple
26 Superlatively
spurious
29 Victory
30 Spookiest
31 Fool
34 Like a gasp
36 Name on cakes
38 Move deceptively
39 Marcus or
'Woody
40 Fire starters
43 German rulers,
once
45 Nevertheless
46 Squealing
48 Make a right!
49 Pullulation '
50 Bizarre
51 Bus-driver
Kramden
54 One of the
Gershwins
55 Seasoned sailor
57 Muse of poetry
58 Lairs
60 Shoot wide
63 Moses' brother
64 Actor Estmda
65 Scandinavian
capital
66 Carpentry tool
67 Optimistic
68 Charon's river
10 11 12 13
14
17
29
34
3B
45
57
63
66
\1l) 2002 Trl>une MedII Setvlceo, Inc
Alrlghtl..-. 05108102
5 Omelet ingredient Solutions
6 Pretentious
person
7 Graduates
8 Highland girls
9 Rectifies
10 Established
custom
11 School collar
12 Sailor's bed
13 Simians
21 Hands-free
communicator
24 Full of turns
25 _the Pooh
27 Do ax work
28 NASA's ISS
partner
31 Yarn-spinner
32 lose one's cool
33 Felt
35 Cool!
37 Cappand
Capone
41 Tattered cloth
42 "The lord of the
Rings" character
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43 Worldwide
service club
44 Porch mider
47 Matador
49 Writer Sinclair
51 Harvest
52 Asian sea
53Zhivago's love
56 Book before
Obadiah
59 Wild blue yonder
61 Shifty
, 62 Red or White
team
DOWN
1 Jazz style
2 _ we there yet?
3 Onewtio
'answers
4 Ninnyhammer
